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P H O T O G R A P H I E S



Carried by a passionate team
Our association is devoted to the promotion of Art 

and photography.

Our first act fits to the heart and the dynamic of 

Voies Off’s festival.

We wish to promote, within our art’s gallery, 

a large panel of creators. 

From the renowned artist, regular to exposures, 

creations of emerging photographers to passionated 

amateur showing for the first time their works 

to public.

BESSIE BAUDIN
PRESIDENT OF THE COLLECTIF DU HÉRISSON



Le Collectif du Hérisson, created in 2017, aims 
to discover, deepen and promote photographic art 
through regular organization events for a wide audience. 

Our little animal also aims to establish a network favorable to artistic photogra-
phy by associating its members with other art professionals: galleries, museums, 
publishers, art critics, media, patrons ... 

In this spirit, he organizes his first collective exhibition in Arles during the entire 
period of the festival « Rencontres de la photographie ». 

Collectif du Hérisson is a sincere project in which everyone of its members 
volunteered. That’s how this little ball of thorns managed to organize a succession 
of exhibitions, solo or binomial from July 2nd to September 30th, 2018. 

This project, which is open to all and all types of creation, exposes this year 
as well renowned artists as beginner photographers. 
A variety that was important to me and is rooted in the DNA of our collective. 
To assemble, to act together to make themselves more visible and to bring each 
other. 

This mix of photographic genres - a true artistic melting pot within the free 
programming Voies Off is already of interest to professionals and already 
foresees consequences. 
Upcoming exhibitions are currently under study, while the team is actively 
recruiting new artists from around the world, across France and Europe. 
Adventure to follow !

 « Young photographer 
I was lucky to expose at many times. 
Felt in love with the old Arles,some years ago, 
I made a promise to myself, one day or another, 
to create ‘my’ own exposure. The perticuliar and 
summer mood of the Rencontres, and moreover 
the enormous potential of these festivities for 
the artists convinced myself.
I was particularly interested by the plurality 
of free exposures.
It matched perfectly my vision of the work as 
audio-visual technician and phtographic artist : 
to evolve as a group and to work together, a vision 
perhaps a little naive but I see it done. »

BESSIE BAUDIN



THE ART GALLERY
SPACE AT THE ATYPICAL FORM ALL RENEWED 

FOR THE EVENT
WE WELCOME YOU AT

17 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ
EVERY DAY FROM JULY 

2ND TO SEPTEMBER 30TH, 2018. 

LE HÉRISSON ALREADY EXTENDS 
ITS LAND AND ADDS TO THE MAIN PLACE 

ANOTHER PLACE OF EXHIBITION. 
PHOTOGRAPHS WILL BE PTESENTED 

AT 28 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ FROM JULY 9TH TO 22ND.

JULY 2ND – JULY 8
BESSIE BAUDIN & HUBERT LEBAUDY 
EXHIBITION « NÉBULEUSES » 
EXHIBITION « DÉRIVE(S) »

NÉBULEUSES
A walk in the attic of a factory closed for more than forty years, lost pearl in 
an Alsacian small town was love at first sight. 
I wanted, by a serie of photos and videos, invest this soundly sleeping place with 
a ghostly and sweet presence, imperceptible but not scary, both playing with and 
fleeing the spectator.
I took inspiration in the spectacular entrance of the “Djinns”, legendary poem 
by Victor Hugo and the bewitching wirlwinds of fabric from the famous dancer 
Loie Fuller. 
With the collaboration of Rachel Hem ,model, and Gilles Capelle, camera operator.

DÉRIVE(S)
Wandering in the pursuit of a souvenir, an emotion.
The eye lingers looking for the instantwho does not exist any more. 

JULY 9 – JULY 15 - 28 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ
CHRISTOPHE MOURTHÉ
EXHIBITION « CHRISTOPHE MOURTHÉ »

Christophe Mourthé is a visionary who soon realized that the trends of society 
were changing rapidly in the early 80s. He became the precursor of the school 
of «fetishists». The fetishism of Christophe Mourthé is a style in its own right, 
heralding a trend of fashion and haute couture. 

His photos are rooted in the tumultuous period of freedoms of the 70’s and that 
of «safe sex» that would give a brake in the next decade. New ways of living love 
are born, and fetishism is one of them. Christophe Mourthé belongs mainly to 
the generation «Palace», just like Mugler, Gaultier, Chantal Thomas, Houellebecq 
or Louboutin of which Fabrice Emaer was the spiritual father. 

Christophe Mourthé rightly considers that this period of the Palace (1978 to 1983) 
brought him a certain blooming, another vision of the life, the sex and its liberties. 
This allowed him to learn and personalize his own vision of art. «Those who have 
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CHRISTOPHE MOURTHÉ



lived in the Palace have made their lives a work of art » according to Lagerfeld. 
By the quality of his work, Christophe Mourthé brings out the fetishism of his 
ghetto of the X at the dawn of the 90’s, long before the advertising and the 
fashion seize it. 

The erotic imagery of this artist is one of the most spectacular results. 
Christophe Mourthé has been a photographer, director and artistic director since 
1979. He has published numerous works of art photography and exhibited his 
works all over the world. His work is present in sales of contemporary art. 
He is rightly considered as the worthy «ls» of Helmut Newton and Guy Bourdin.

JULY 9 – JULY 15 – 17 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ 
ROBERT CHOURAQUI 
EXHIBITION « ATMOSPHÈRES » 

Father of the «Fetish art» movement of the early 80’s, strange fashion photo-
grapher Robert Chouraqui started the photo in the mid-70’s, psychedelic years, 
after being part of one of the few major French groups of LIGHT SHOW. 

From this universe come his tastes for strange, expressive and colorful 
atmosphere.
His manga pinups close to the heroines of comics are women of the whole world. 
He photographed Beatrice Dalle, Jessica-Jane Clement, and Natasha Marley.

He is also a creator of psychedelic visual shows (Androide Lightshow) since the 
1970s and still plays today with the greatest DJs (Jeff Mills in particular).

The work of Robert Chouraqui, unique and very recognizable, has been published 
by many magazines and has been published in many collector’s art books.

ROBERT CHOURAQUI



OLIVIER BÉRAUD



JULY 16 – JULY 22 
OLIVIER BÉRAUD
EXHIBITION « CABARET »

If the same causes product the same consequences, we have to fear this worst 
that we say it’s never certain. 
This serie of photos, having for theme the Berliner cabaret from 1930’s is a 
somewhat iconoclastic satyr, but is strangely a story which hiccups by repeating. 
Every photo reflects only the announcing spiral, and only have on goal, explain 
the inexplicable but so obvious. 
The Cassandre predict, the photos say, the words exorcise. 
The postproduction and the print reveal the details who oscillate between photo 
and engraving, the graphic footprint of the serie. 

JULY 16 - JULY 22 - 28 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ
ALAIN SCHROEDER
LAURÉAT DU CONCOURS DU HÉRISSON 
LE KUSHTI 

Kushti is the traditional form of Indian wrestling and is practiced in a particular 
kind of gymnasium called Akhara.
Dressed only in a well-fitting loincloth, the langot, the wrestlers or pelwhans 
train in a pit filled with yellowish or reddish earth. For long periods 
(between 6 and 12 months, sometimes longer) the wrestlers in training devote 
themselves body and soul to Kushti. 
It is a Spartan lifestyle that perpetuates a tradition where each fight is a spiritual 
pursuit and requires rigorous discipline as in all martial arts. 
Experienced wrestlers pass on their technical skills to the pit and give the 
example of respect and fraternity to the youngest (ages 7-8) and new recruits. 
Today, Kushti practice is declining in India. Young people are abandoning 
traditional practices for globalized sports like football and cricket.

ALAIN SCHROEDER



GILLES CAPELLE



JULY 30 - AUGUST 5 
GILLES CAPELLE & AIMEJI
EXHIBITIONS « FROM ONE GALAXY TO ANOTHER » 
& « WOMENS IN ROCK N’ROLL » 
 

FROM ONE GALAXY TO ANOTHER
Meet the Tunisian filming locations of “Star Wars” How these scenery, ambiance 
and textures, reals artefacts of pop culture, took form out of the fictional frame ? 
Can we recognize these fantasized remains ? From nostalgia to mirage. 
Those peacefull witness stay well in the shadow of the saga’s success. 

WOMENS IN ROCK N’ROLL 
Aimeji, french photographer based in Paris.
Live photographer since 2006 ; rock & metal specialist. Work with magazine, 
newspaper & band.
My project offers you to discover photos of female artists related to rock 
and metal. Whether in black and white or color, the point is to capture the energy 
and passion of the artist and his performance. 

AUGUST 6 - AUGUST 12 
ALAIN GRATTARD & WILLY TSCHANZ 

MUSES 
It’s by a great hazard, that the picture’s passion came into Alain Grattard’s life. 
Friend with a trained retreating photograph, he inherited of photography’s 
accessories by helping his friend to empty the local picture’s company. 
Alain jumped into this adventure, first of all by cleaning up his garage and built 
his one picture’s studio. He used a teddy bear as a model for his first shoot. 
Family became then his field’s learning: his children, wife, some or his daughter’s 
friend who played the game ! 
He discovered nude by hazard in 2012 with a model who proposed this idea, of 
course Alain accepted, with a little unwillingness. Alain put a new rope at his bow 
and continued his own work with various schemes. 
It’s in 2013 that artistic’s art nude came for good in his project with a meeting 
model. Impassioned together, they worked hard to progress further and better. 
They built their arms and shared their love for this common passion. Their love 
story for the picture’s became bigger and the unprofessional photograph became 
perfectionist. The model grew up in this universe and turned into a «Muse». 

JULY 23 - JULY 29 - 17 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ
BESSIE BAUDIN
« ALLÉGORIES », THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PAINTINGS 

Visitors, freeze your steps, cross the time and the imagination …
A few windows are here open on the universe of humans passions.

« Allegories; photographic stylistic composition, or the direction 
of concepts, celebrities of the collective imagination, 
romantic history within compositions inspired by the classic art, 
look by the porthole of the machine to go back in time » 

BESSIE BAUDIN

BESSIE BAUDIN



ALAIN GRATTARD



WILLY TSCHANZ



FABIEN MALHOMME

An inexhaustible inspiration source  for Alain by his intrepidity, his boldness, his 
desire. 30000 pictures took in 4 years. Bigger project revealed, expositions...
By his sucess, the idea of making a book emerged. Alain initiates nowadays his 
project and keep in touch the goal of showing  women’s beauty. Today, 3 model 
work with him. 
Always the same women, for the trust, the routine and the knowing of each ones. 
Just to keep and create a big great refined picture’s art work.

MERVEILLEUSES 
For me the photo is a moment of escape, a privileged moment, a moment of travel 
to the imaginary, a serene distraction in our thoughts. It’s sometimes taking cli-
chés that will never exist anywhere other than in Utopia.
Since my childhood I have always been attracted by femininity, its beauty, well 
beyond that plastic, sensual, carnal. Of all the charms of Eve, it is her soul that I 
first of all wish to freeze, the time of an eyelash and a heartbeat.
And when the magic operates, that the sublime art of photography and this elu-
sive beauty mix to reveal itself on paper, I love more than anything to share with 
everyone this rare moment of which I was able to be the privileged witness.

AUGUST 13 - AUGUST 19 
FRANÇOIS ABADIE & FABIEN MALHOMME
EXHIBITIONS « CATALEPSY » & « L’ATTENTION DE L’EAU »

CATALEPSY
Catalepsy, or the subjective apprehension of a moment of life.
Presented by the Collectif du Hérisson, Catalepsy, is a limited oversight of the 
reality, with scenes which we can define as of the everyday life, the character 
of which the objectivity/fiction, exceed by the vision that is sent back to him.

L’ATTENTION DE L’EAU
The attraction of a dimension where trilateral displacement becomes possible. 
A universe where the sounds have no direction, where the tones change by the 
depth. The colors fade from the first meters and yet ... Life is there, it abounds. 
Capturing the moment of an aquatic existence, fragile and finally so rich 
in color fascinates me. In 2012, my job as an underwater diver leads me to the 
beautiful lagoon of Mayotte. 
This is an opportunity to capture his moments in this exceptional biodiversity.



FRANÇOIS ABADIE



AUGUST 20 - AUGUST 26
RHÉA SHIRUDO & KRIS MOOG
EXHIBITIONS « SELF PORTRAIT IN STILL LIFE » 
& « MAGMA » 

Rhéa ShirUdo and Kris MoOg, artists photographers, partners in pictures and life, 
present SELF PORTRAIT IN STILL LIFE and 
MAGMA OR THE BODY’S CHAOS
While she gives her intimates confidences on the rebuilding of her self-respect 
after a perinatal mourning with without indulgence self-portraits, the other shows 
the body in a abstract utopia of a dehumanized perfection, where you will 
discover the mineral underwater, astral being.  

AUGUST 27 – SEPTEMBER 9
RICHARD SCHROEDER 
EXHIBITION « 1/30E D’INTIMITÉ, PORTRAITS DE CINÉMA »

The legend leaves no doubt : It’s after seeing ‘Blow Up’ that Richard Schroeder 
decided to make rock and movies as a photographer. The movies was rated PG-16, 
Richard was 15, he kept his word.
He was not yet 20 when the great Jacques Rouchon – his godfather - took him as 
his assistant and taught him  : image maker, a beautiful job. Starting with fashion 
– Shooting women. Then very quickly music, the end of the seventies, punks are 
here, the world changes, The Clash, Bashung, Gainsbourg…
First articles, first album covers, first personal work.
Cinema follows, along with encounters, Lynch, Cronenberg, De Palma… 
Photographs that we all know, portraits that struck us. More than taking the 
images, Richard loves the meeting. Spending a few hours with this artist or that 
writer, actor, director, musician as much as with any stranger, getting to know 
him, or her, then taking the photograph. That is probably why every photograph is 
different, as if he was capturing a small part of mystery, secret part, hidden part, 
digging the human part in each one of us. Shooting stars like strangers 
and strangers like stars, says he.
Rolling Stone, Vanity Fair, Elle, Paris Match, Première, Le Monde Magazine… 
Richard’s eye changes with the type – instants are still, not the look.
Press images, Movie posters, plays, ads, short-movies, music vidéos, 
art photographs, black and white passion, but colour research, so many worlds 
he embraces without ever drowning. Knowing how to renew himself RHÉA SHIRUDO



RICHARD SCHROEDER



while keeping his style, a rock style, stripped, Dylan on his guitar, sounds 
of fingers on the handle, index on the release.
Beings with human faces, moving stills, photgraphs still in motion.

DIASTÈME

SEPTEMBER 10 – SEPTEMBER 16
OLIVIER BÉRAUD & PHILIPPE HELIOT 
EXHIBITION « TRANSMUTATION » &« MAMI WATA »

TRANSMUTATION
Each photo is a timeless metamorphosis, built on personal impressions, 
prerogative of my optical illusions.
Project yourself behind an imaginary mirror and learn to ride a thousand 
chimeras.
Detune your morality, let your gaze attach to this sequel of heretical image 
and black and white-colored deceptive characters.

MAMI WATA
Have you appeared to me at the dark gates of the night, furious black waterfall 
that shines with gold ?
Apparent beauty to the mortal companion, was it between her breasts her 
long pastel-brown neck?
Woe to that desire that flared up in my flesh, guilty joy of that heart left alone 
in fallow.
Impudent nudity stretched on the beach, without my eyes being drawn on 
your curves, they will not move you.
Ebony Valkyrie, the spirit is a chimera, was it your lips, your altar, or the mother ?
Tart taste in the mouth like every memory, bitter salt of your gift, promise 
in the making. Your offering was your body and mine mine, 
Ageless goddess here I am for you a pagan. 
Admire your power, accept my soul, for you here is my body, for me 
the fate sesame.

 MORGAN MALET

PHILIPPE HELIOT



SEPTEMBER 17 – SEPTEMBER 23 
GÉRALD MULLER
TEMPUS FUGIT

Audite ! Audite ! Lords and sweet Ladies !
Let me tell you the adventures and misfortunes of six souls.

Some have believed to lead their fate,other let them carry by the vawe that swept 
their life and the most presumtuous believed to decipher other’s fates.
The fools, Fate’s tools that is itself slave to his Master.

A crossread, that of six souls : the Oracle, the Knight, the Widow, the Musician, 
the Scholar and the Fool.

GÉRALD MULLER

SEPTEMBER 24 – SEPTEMBER 30 
AUDIOVISUAL CINEMA OPTION
GASTON BACHELARD HIGHSCHOOL (10) 
AND ANDRÉ MALRAUX HIGNSCHOOL (77)

« Passionate about my work as an audiovisual speaker, I chose to finish this series 
of exhibitions with those of two high schools where I regularly take part in 
argentic photography or in audiovisual cinema. I am delighted to make 
this institutions participate and convinced that young people have enough 
potential - only asking for a chance to express themselves - energy and desire 
to already set a foot in the artistic and magical world that offers 
Arles every summer. »

BESSIE BAUDIN



CONTEST

Faithful to its approach, Le Collectif du Hérisson 
organized an international photography contest.
This was done in order to meet virtually other 
photographers, and give a week of exposure to an artist 
that the collective did not know yet, 
and would have been wrong not to know!

Building on the success of this venture, the Hérisson Jury: 
CECILE LARRIGALDIE, Head of Cultural Activities at the Galeries Lafayette 
Foundation, MARIE DORIGNY, Photo Editor, MINA POE, Artist and Collector of 
Photography, BESSIE BAUDIN, President of the Collectif, 
BRUNO JUMINER, fashion photographer, YONNEL LEBLANC, art printer, 
PHILIPPE LITZER, editor-in-chief of the OPENEYE magazine and 
JEAN-FRANÇOIS SPRICIGO, photographer, had the difficult task of electing 
a laureate out of 251 entries received from 36 countries.

In view of the quality of the works discovered, this delicate choice fell on 
the works of ALAIN SCHROEDER with KUSHTI.

OUR FAVORITE FILES WERE ABOUT THE WORK OF THE FOLLOWING 
PHOTOGRAPHERS

JEANNETTE GREGORI, France, Nane Chavem, Nane Bacht
ANOUSH ABRAR, Switzerland, White Mask 
MARYAM FIRUZI, Iran, Concealment
PETER CUYPERS, Netherlands, Self
IVAR SVIESTINS, Sweden, Mira 0- & Ice

Many other photographers have seduced us, arrested, surprised...
Personalized journals will be sent to them in the incoming months.
Le Collectif du Hérisson plans future collaborations with these artists who have 
opened our artistic fields and our possibilities.

J.G.

A.A.

M.F.



MEET US THIS SUMMER
AS A PASSIONATE OR SIMPLE CURIOUS PERSON, 

DISCOVER OUR CREATIONS, 
ACQUIRE A WORK YOU LIKE, 

MEET AN ARTIST, 
JOIN THE COLLECTIVE AND INTEGRATE 

THE NEXT EVENTS

ALL THE ARTISTS 
HOPE TO MEET YOU THIS SUMMER 
AND PRESENT YOU THEIR WORK

WE ARE WAITING FROM MONDAY TO SUNDAY FROM 
JULY 2ND TO SEPTEMBER 30TH 

AT «17 RUE DE LA LIBERTÉ»
WE ARE ALSO AVAILABLES ON THE WEBSITE 
WWW.COLLECTIFDUHERISSON.FR

P.C.

I .S.


